
Index

A
abbreviations

definition of, 11
of numbers, 14
parentheses and, 28
periods and, 28
punctuating, 12
in tables, 44
and trademarks, 159
of units of measurement, 13
when to use, 11

abbreviations and acronyms
in glossaries, 237
indexing, 246, 252
international audiences and, 139
style sheets and, 195
as trademarks, 159

abstract, description of, 172
acronyms

definition of, 11
parentheses and, 28
pronunciation key for, 12
punctuating, 12
as trademarks, 159
when to use, 11

action verbs, in steps, 130
active voice, 65
addresses

commas in, 20
international audiences and, 137

adjectives, trademarks as, 159
adverbial clauses, dependent, commas and, 20
advertising copy, copyrighting, 154

“affect” and “effect”, use of, 311
alignment, of illustrations, 212
“allows”, use of, 311
alpha review, developmental editing of, 189,

194
alphabetizing

glossaries, 238
indexes, 261

alternative steps, See branching, 127
ambiguity, avoiding, 141
ampersand (&), international audiences

and, 144
“and/or”, avoiding use of, 311
angles of leader lines, 219
animations, 210
anthropomorphisms, avoiding, 77
apostrophe (’), 14, 15
appendixes

capitalizing title of, 3
description of, 177
indexing, 246
plural of, 312
and trademarks in titles, 157

appositives, commas used with, 20
appropriate nouns, See nouns used with

trademarked terms, 156
archiving

final documentation files, 301
illustrations, 289

arrow keys, typographic conventions for, 57
arrow symbol (⇒), to show menu selection, 227
articles

in headings, 3, 34
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articles (Continued)
in index entries, 261
international audiences and, 140
in table column headings, 43

ASCII text, online documentation and, 296
asterisk (*), for table footnotes, 44
attributions, legal

third-party copyright, 155
third-party trademark, 161
trademark, 156

audience analysis, 117
authoring tools, online documentation and, 295

B
back matter

checklists for, 193
indexing, 246

beta review, copy editing of, 189, 190, 194
bibliographies

description of, 51
and electronic sources, 52
examples of, 52
indexing, 246
information required in, 51

binary code, copyrighting, 154
binding methods, 298, 299
block quotations, 29
bold

in indexes, 243
in lists, 40
in proprietary labels, 166
in table text, 44

book covers, and trademarks, 157
book titles, typographic conventions for, 57
books, See manuals, 172
brackets ([]), 16
branching

for combining similar procedures, 131, 133
and confirmation steps, 132
determining when to use, 131
format for, 127
including method of verification in, 131
and optional steps, 132

brokers, production, 299, 300
bulleted lists

for alternative steps, 127

bulleted lists (Continued)
bold used in, 40
capitalizing, 39
compared with numbered lists, 35
en dashes in, 22
guidelines for using, 39
introductory phrase punctuation for, 22, 28
in online documents, 96
punctuating, 39

business data, proprietary information in, 166
buttons

command, 223, 226
mouse, 223
radio, 226

C
callouts

capitalizing, 214
checklists for, 192, 194
in flow diagrams, 217
formatting, 214
international audiences and, 148
numbered, 216
in online documents, 95
placement of, 214
writing, 214

“can”, use of, 141, 312
capitalization

after colons, 17
checklists for, 191, 193
copy editing and, 190
general guidelines for, 2
international audiences and, 139
style sheets and, 195

capitalizing
callouts, 2, 4, 214
captions, 3
cross-references, 48
figure captions, 213
glossary terms, 233
headings, 3, 34
index entries, 244
key combinations, 60
key names, 60
list entries, 39
nouns accompanying trademarks, 160
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capitalizing (Continued)
table elements, 43

captions
capitalizing, 3
code example, 46
figure, 213
and trademarks, 158
when to use for tables, 43

catalogs, copyrighting, 154
Cautions

description of, 53
guidelines for writing, 54
indexing, 246, 251
symbols accompanying, 54

CD-ROM package text, 182
change pages, 300, 301
chapter titles

capitalizing word “chapter”, 3
in cross-references, 48
quotation marks around, 29
and trademarks, 157

chapters
multiple, numbered, 176
multiple, unnumbered, 176
single, 176

charts, international audiences and, 149
check boxes, 226
checklists

copy editing, 191, 192
developmental editing, 189, 190
proofreading, 192, 194

code
copyrighting, 154
proprietary information in, 165

code examples
capitalizing word “example”, 3
captions for, capitalizing, 3
description of, 46
errors in, 46
in online documents, 103
proprietary information in, 119, 167
typographic conventions for, 57

collection titles, typographic conventions
for, 57

colon (:)
capitalization used after, 3
GUI field names and, 222
headings and, 34

colon (:) (Continued)
list introductions and, 37
menu options and, 222
procedure headings and, 125
quotation marks and, 29
step introductions and, 125
table or figure introductions and, 18

color, international audiences and, 150
column breaks in indexes, 265
column headings, 43
comma (,)

in dates, 20
in indexes, 243, 244
in numbers, 8
quotation marks and, 29
when to use, 19, 20

command-line procedures, See procedures, 126
command-line task

example of, 119
proprietary information in, 167

command options, using table for, 46
command syntax in steps, 130
commands

and capitalization, 4
in headings, 33
indexing, 244, 253, 258
not using as verbs, 78, 130
quotation marks around, 29
typographic conventions for, 57
and verbs, 313

common nouns, See nouns used with
trademarked terms, 156

company names, 156
composite illustration, 208
compound modifiers

capitalization in headings and titles, 3
hyphenating, 9, 23, 26
hyphenating numeric, 8, 23
international audiences and, 141

conditional tasks, 120
See also branching
identifying in task maps, 120

Confidential Disclosure Agreement, 166
confidential information, See proprietary

information, 165
configuration guides, 179
conjunctions

in headings, 3
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conjunctions (Continued)
and independent clauses, 67
in index entries, 261
and sentence complexity, 67
using commas with, 19

consistency
in glossaries, 233
in indexes, 263
word usage and, 138

context in online documents, preserving, 99
continuation of tables, indicating, 43
continuity, maintaining project, 301
continuous prose tasks

examples of, 122
contractions

apostrophe, using with, 14
guidelines for using, 4
international audiences and, 139

contractors
legal guidelines, 281
permanent staff comparison with, 280

coordinating with other departments, 286, 291,
292, 301

copy editing
checklist, 191, 192
description of, 190
in editing cycle, 288
steps and procedures, 132
style sheets for, 195, 196
timing of, 189, 190, 194

copyright notice, 152
contents of, 154
year of derivative work, 155
year of first publication, 154

copyright symbol (©), 154
copyrighted works

creation date of, 152
definition of, 152
duration of, 153
and online documents, 154
ownership of, 154
registering, 153
software and source code, 153
and third-party material, 155
trade secrets compared with, 153
and Web pages, 154
what to copyright, 154

correction files, on product disks, 300

cross-references, 48
capitalization in, 48
to figures, 49
in flow diagrams, 122
formatting, 48
in glossaries, 238
in indexes

checking, 265
common industry terminology and, 247
creating, 253, 256
format of, 255, 256
how to use, 256
page numbers and, 255, 256
placement of, 256
when to use, 254, 255, 258

introductions to, 49
See also links

in online documents, 103
to tables, 49
in task maps, 120
to third-party books, 49
when to use, 73

currency, indicating for prices, 144
customer support department

documentation plan and, 285
technical review and, 292

D
dashes, 21, 22
“data”, use of, 312
data loss, Cautions for, 54
dates

commas in, 20
copyright, 154
delivery milestones, 283, 284
international differences in formats of, 137
recommended format for, 137

demos, description of, 184
denominations, indicating for prices, 144
dependent adverbial clauses, commas and, 20
derivative works, 155
desktop publishing, recommended

reading, 320
developmental editing

checklist, 189, 190
description of, 189
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developmental editing (Continued)
in editing cycle, 288
timing of, 189, 194

diagram, example of, 204
dialog boxes, 227
directory names, typographic conventions

for, 57
disclaimer for third-party Web sites, 164
diskettes

terminology for, 313
typographic conventions for, 57

disks, correction files on, 300
documentation, copyrighting, 154
documentation plan, 286
documentation plans, 170

graphics design process in, 289
technical review details in, 290
writing, 284
writing team leader and, 278

documentation process
coordinating with product

development, 286, 291
edit cycle, 288
editing and, 194
graphic design, 288, 290
illustrations, 288
planning, 278, 286, 290
reviewing, 286, 290
writing process, 287, 288

documents, See manuals; online
documents, 170

domain names
in examples, 168
proprietary information in, 119, 165

dot, See period (.), 28
double-posting in indexes, 252, 255, 264
drafts, 287, 288
drafts, proprietary information in, 165
driver names, typographic conventions for, 57

E
editing

copy
checklist, 191, 192
described, 190, 288
timing of, 189, 190, 194

editing (Continued)
cycle of, 288
developmental

checklist, 189, 190
described, 189, 288
timing of, 189, 194

global indexes, 270
for house style, 190
indexes, 263
marks for, 195
online documents, 188
planning ahead for, 194
proofreading

checklist, 192, 194
described, 192, 288
timing of, 189, 192, 194

recommended reading, 320
Request for Editing form, 195
standards for, 320
steps and procedures, 132
style guides for, 288
style sheets for, 195, 196
submitting documents for, 195
time required for, 283
timing of, 189, 194
types of, 189, 288

Editorial Style Sheet form, 196
editors

advantages of using, 80
assistance from, 194
role in producing online documents, 188
role of, 187, 279

“effect” and “affect”, use of, 311
electronic communication

citing in bibliographies, 52, 53
proprietary information in, 166, 167

ellipsis points (...)
avoiding use of, 22
field names and, 222
in menu option names, 227

em dash (—), 21
email addresses, typographic conventions

for, 57
email messages

citing in bibliographies, 52
proprietary information in, 166, 167

emphasis
in indexes, 249
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emphasis (Continued)
italic for, 4
quotation marks for, 29
for text, 57

employee personnel information, proprietary
information in, 166

en dash (–), 22
endnotes, 49
environment variables, typographic

conventions for, 57
error messages, 47
examples

See also code examples
listing, 175
in procedures, 119
proprietary information in, 119, 167
for tasks, 118
using culturally neutral, 136

exclamation point (!), 23
expertise, establishing for publications

department, 277

F
field names, 222
figures

capitalizing word “figure”, 3
captions for

capitalizing, 3, 213
when to use, 213

checklists for, 190, 192, 194
cross-references to, 49
en dash for numbering of, 22

See also graphics; illustrations
indexing, 245
listing, 175
numbering, 213
proprietary information in, 167
and trademarks, 158

file archives
final documentation, 301
illustrations, 289

file names
generic, 57
periods in, 28
quotation marks around, 29
typographic conventions for, 57

final print production, 296
first draft, 287
flex bindings, 298
flow diagrams

callouts for, 217
in online documents, 88
for organizing tasks, 119, 122
proprietary information in, 165
and trademarks, 158

fonts
copy editing and, 190
in cross-references, 48
in headings, 34
in indexes, 243, 256
and key names, 60
proofreading and, 192
recommended reading, 330
and trademarks, 159
and typographic conventions, 56

footnotes
indexing, 246
in tables, 44
and trademarks, 158
using, 49

formatting
checklists for, 190, 192, 193
glossaries, 232
GUI field names, 222
indexes, 242, 244
menu option names, 222
menu options in text, 227
text fields, 226

forms
Confidential Disclosure Agreement, 166
Editorial Style Sheet, 196
Request for Editing, 195

forward slash (/), See slash (/), 144
fractions

hyphens in spelled-out, 24
slash and, 30
when to spell out, 9

front matter
checklists for, 192
indexing, 245

function keys, capitalizing names of, 3
funding publications departments, 277
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G
gender references

in language, 75
international audiences and, 137

generic nouns, See nouns used with
trademarked terms, 156

gerunds
correct use of, 5
hardware procedure headings and, 125
indexes and, 249
lists and, 41

global indexes, 269
glossaries

abbreviations and acronyms in, 237
alphabetizing, 238
alphabetizing abbreviations, 237
capitalization in, 233
content, 231, 233
definitions in

multiword terms, 236
terms with more than one, 237

formatting, 232
"See" and "See also" references, 238
including new terms in, 232
incorporating entries in text, 235
and index entries, 239
international audiences and, 233
links in, 238
links to, creating, 103
multiple definitions and, 237
parts of speech in, 235, 236
position of, 177
when to include, 234
writing entries for, 234

glyph, procedure, 128
grammar

as opposed to mechanics, 2
checklists for, 191, 193
international audiences and, 69, 140, 143
lists and, 41

graphic design, 290
graphic designers, role of, 279
graphical user interfaces (GUIs)

controls, 226
dialog boxes, 227
general writing guidelines, 222
menu activities, 223
menu terminology, 227

graphical user interfaces (GUIs) (Continued)
mouse terminology, 223
and procedures, 126
recommended reading, 330
typographic conventions

for menus, 227
for window button names, 60
for window controls, 226
for window elements, 225

verbs for, 223
graphics

definition of, 205
design process, 288, 290
example of, 205

See also figures; illustrations
online documentation and, 295
recommended reading, 321

H
hand gestures, international audiences and, 149
handouts, proprietary information in, 166
hardware

Cautions and, 54
error messages, 47
manuals, 178
platform style guides, 326
procedures

headings for, 125
illustrations in, 127

headings
articles in, 3, 34
capitalizing, 3, 34

See also captions; chapter titles
described, 32
fonts in, 34
for hardware procedures, 125
how to write, 32
numbered, 34
in online documents, 96
parallel grammar in, 33
for procedures, 124, 125
for procedures with alternative

interfaces, 126
punctuation in, 34
trademarks and, 157

“highlight”, use of, 224
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hiring, deciding on contract or permanent
staff, 280

host names
in examples, 168
proprietary information in, 119, 165
typographic conventions for, 58

house style, editing for, 190
HTML, recommended reading, 322
humor

international audiences and, 137
in text, 74

hypertext, See links, 101
hyphen (-), 26

capitalization of hyphenated compounds in
headings and titles, 3

common component phrases and, 26
compound modifiers and, 23
counting hyphenated words for steps, 128
numbers and numerals and, 8
prefixes and, 24
suffixes and, 24
trademarks and, 159
variable names and, 25
when not to use, 25
when to use, 23

I
icons

definition of, 225
navigational, 106
writing about, 223

idioms, international audiences and, 138
“if” and “when”, use of, 141
illustrations

alignment of, 212
archiving generic, 289
callouts and, 214
checklists for, 190, 192, 194
concept, 289
copyrighting, 154

See also figures; graphics
in hardware procedures, 127
indicating reading sequence in, 145
international audiences and, 145
leader lines and, 219
online considerations, 220

illustrations (Continued)
placement of, 211, 212
process of creating, 289
proprietary information in, 167
recommended reading, 321
requesting, 201
spacing of, 212
styles of, 202
substituting tables for, 220
and trademarks, 158

illustrators
advantages of using, 200
role of, 280

imperative mood, 130
indefinite pronouns, 10
independent clauses, commas and, 19
indexes

abbreviations, 246, 252
acronyms, 246, 252
adjectives used as nouns in primary

entries, 257
alphabetizing, 261
bold in, 243
capitalization in, 244
Cautions and, 246, 251
column or page breaks in, 265
command entries in, 248
creating, 245, 261
cross-references, 253, 256

checking, 265
page numbers and, 255, 256
placement of, 256
when to use, 258

and document parts, 245
double-posting (multiple entries), 252, 255,

264
editing, 263, 270
formatting, 242, 244
global, 269
grouping entries, 250, 264
levels of entries

description of, 242
formatting, 243

Notes and, 246, 251
online, 271
over-indexing, 253, 259, 266
page numbers, 243, 264
page numbers for global indexes, 270
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indexes (Continued)
page ranges in, 243
plurals in, 264
primary entries

and combined terms, 268
definition of, 243
selecting, 250

punctuation in, 244
recommended reading, 322
secondary entries

all on same page, 259
and combined terms, 268
definition of, 243
redundant, 266

selecting topics for, 246
single-topic primary entries, 257
singular and plural forms in, 264
size of, 269
spell-checking, 263
styles, 244
symbols and, 262
tertiary entries, 243
time required for, 245, 283
Tips and, 246, 251
topic description, 248
typographic conventions in, 244
under-indexing, 260
widow lines in, 266

infinitives
capitalization in headings, 3
list introductions and, 38

information mapping, recommended
reading, 323

installation guides, 180
instructor guides, 184
Internal Use Only proprietary label, 166
international audiences

abbreviations and acronyms and, 139
avoiding color meanings for, 150
avoiding compound modifiers for, 141
avoiding contractions for, 139
avoiding gender references for, 137
avoiding humor for, 137
avoiding idioms and metaphors for, 138
avoiding irony for, 137
avoiding jargon and slang for, 138
avoiding noun clusters for, 141
avoiding synonyms for, 138

international audiences (Continued)
choosing and defining terms, 138
contact information for, 137
cultural and geographic sensitivity, 136
currency and, 144
date formats and, 137
examples and, 136
glossaries for, 233
grammar and word usage, 69, 140, 143
illustrations and, 145
numbers and, 144
pronouns, limiting the use for, 142
punctuation and, 144
recommended reading, 323
screen captures and, 145
sentence length for, 143
symbols and, 144
tables and, 149
telephone numbers and, 137
time formats and, 137
units of measurement for, 144

international terms, symbols used for, 53
internationalization

defined, 293
overview, 293, 294
recommended reading, 323

Internet publishing, recommended
reading, 332

introducing
cross-references, 49
figures, 213
links, 229
lists, 36
procedures, 125
tables, 42
URLs, 229

introductory constructs
commas and, 20
for list items, 22, 28

IP addresses
in examples, 168
proprietary information in, 119, 165
typographic conventions for, 58

italic
for book titles, 57
in cross-references, 48
index cross-references and, 256
as typographic convention, 57
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“its” and “it’s”, use of, 5

J
jargon

avoiding, 65
international audiences and, 138

jump lists
description of, 41
and online navigation, 41
for organizing tasks, 119, 120
on part dividers, 56

K
key combinations

capitalizing, 60
hyphenating, 25
for other platforms, 62
punctuating, 62

key names
abbreviating, 60
capitalizing, 3, 60
typographic conventions for, 60

L
L10N requirements, 136
labels, product, copyrighting, 154
lay-flat bindings, 298
leader lines, 219
legal department

documentation plan and, 285
technical review and, 292

legal forms, Confidential Disclosure
Agreement, 166

legal guidelines
attributions

third-party copyright, 155
third-party trademark, 161
trademark, 156

contractors, 281
copyright policies, 152
for examples, steps, procedures, 119
non-disclosure agreements, 281

legal guidelines (Continued)
proprietary information, 281
recommended reading, 324
trade secrets, 153

length of paragraphs, in online documents, 94
letter-by-letter alphabetizing, 237
letters, single, quotation marks and, 29
line art, 206
links

for answering reader questions, 107
constructing, 101, 107
context, providing sufficient, 110
in flow diagrams, 88
in glossaries, 238
in indexes, 271
introducing, 229
in jump lists, 41
key words and phrases, choosing, 111
length of, 112
in a list, 108
long, 230
overuse of, 104
placement of, 102

at end of topic, 108
to manage content, 107
in text, 230

reader disorientation, preventing, 106
in running text, 230
strategies for constructing, 103
testing validity of, 109
to third-party Web sites, 162, 164
weaving into sentence structure, 111
wording of, 110
writing scannable link text, 112

list of examples, description of, 175
list of figures, description of, 175
list of tables, description of, 175
lists

bulleted
See bulleted lists

capitalizing entries, 39
compared with steps, 35
description of, 35
introducing, 35

colon and, 37
infinitives and, 38
prepositions and, 37
verbs and, 38
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lists (Continued)
jump lists, 41
jump lists, in online documents, 97
of links, 108
numbered, 40, 41
in online documents, 102
placement of, 36
punctuating, 39
sentence fragments in, 39
unnumbered

See bulleted lists
localization

defined, 293
overview, 293, 294
recommended reading, 323

long procedures, dividing, 133
long URLs, 230
lowercase letters, plural of, 15

M
machine names, typographic conventions

for, 58
managers, role of, 278
manuals

chapter formats for, 176
component descriptions, 174
dividing into parts, 173
document plan for, 171
multiple-chapter, 173
single-chapter

components, 173
examples of, 172

types of hardware, 178
types of software, 180
typical structure of, 173
when to index, 245

manufacturing department, documentation
plan and, 285

marketing department
documentation plan and, 285
technical review and, 292

marks, editing, 195
maturity levels, of publications

departments, 274, 275
“may,” use of, 141, 314
measurement,, See units of measurement, 13

mechanics of writing
defined, 2
editing checklists for, 191, 193

menus
formatting option names in text, 222, 227
typographic conventions for, 227
writing about, 227

messages, error, 47
metaphors, international audiences and, 138
metric system

including measurements for all
audiences, 13, 144

using parentheses for equivalents to U.S.
measures, 28

“might,” use of, 141, 315
milestones, 283, 284
minus sign (-), 22
modifiers, compound, See compound

modifiers, 8
mouse

buttons, 223
plural of, 223
terminology, 223

multivolume sets
global index for, 269
style sheets and, 195

N
Need-to-Know proprietary label, 166
negative numbers, 22
news releases, copyrighting, 154
non-disclosure agreements, 281
Notes

description of, 53
guidelines for writing, 53
indexing, 246, 251

noun clusters, international audiences and, 142
nouns

possessive of, 14
proper, capitalization and, 2
using with trademarks, 160

nouns used with trademarked terms
capitalization of, 160
definition of, 156
examples of, 160
in place of trademarks, 160
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nouns used with trademarked terms
(Continued)

placement of, 160
number of steps in procedures, 123
number of words in steps, 128
numbered callouts, 216
numbered chapters, 176
numbered lists, 41

compared with bulleted lists, 35
compared with procedures, 40
when to use, 40

numbering systems
for hardware procedure headings, 125
for section headings, 34
for steps, 127
for task maps, 120

numbers and numerals
abbreviated, 14
definitions of, 6
en dashes and, 22
fractions, 9, 24
international audiences and, 144
measurements and, 8
negative, 22
part division pages and, 8
plurals of, 15
punctuating, 8
spelling out, 7, 9
in standards terminology, 7
style sheets and, 195
when to use numerals, 7

O
object code, proprietary information in, 165
offset printing, 297
on-screen buttons, typographic conventions

for, 60
online documents

callouts in, 95
code examples in, 103
condensing text

cautions, 96
linking strategies, 107

content issues, 295
copyrighting, 154
editor’s role and, 188

online documents (Continued)
headings in, 96
illustrations and, 220
indexing, 271
introducing figures and tables in, 95
jump lists in, 97
keeping readers oriented, 106
links

See links
lists in, 102
management issues, 295
number of steps in procedures, 123
organizing

See organizing online documents
preserving context for readers, 98
problems and solutions in writing, 82
producing, 294, 296
recommended reading, 325
scannable text

creating, 93
creating with headings, 96
creating with lists, 96, 97
creating with short paragraphs, 94
creating by writing clearly, 93

screen reading problems, 82, 83
sentence structure, 93
structure compared to format, 92
structuring, 84
table of contents for, 102
testing, 296
topics, 92
unnecessary material, eliminating, 95
URLs, guidelines for, 109
usability testing, 95
word usage in, 95
writing issues and, 294

online help
description of, 182
recommended reading, 324

online writing
See online documents

operations department, documentation plan
and, 285

optional steps
and branching, 132
indicating, 127

optional tasks, identifying in task maps, 120
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organizing online documents
considerations, 83
by flow diagram, 88
by hierarchy, 84
by inverted pyramid, 85
by table, 87
by task, 91

organizing tasks
using flow diagrams, 119, 122
using jump lists, 119, 120
using task maps, 119, 120

outside vendors, print production process
and, 299

ownership
copyright, 154
trademark, 157

P
packaging, 297, 299
page breaks in indexes, 265
page design, online and printed

documentation, 295
page ranges

dashes in, 22
global indexes and, 270
indexes and, 243, 264

paragraph length, 69, 70
in online documents, 94

parameters, typographic conventions for, 58
parentheses ()

brackets and, 16
glossary entries and, 237
for metric equivalents to U.S. measures, 28
plurals and, 27
sentences and, 28

part divisions
divider page for, 56, 177
numbering style for, 8
when to use, 173

participles
correct use of, 5
hyphenating, 24

partition names, typographic conventions
for, 58

passive voice, 65
path names, typographic conventions for, 57

perfect binding, 298
period (.)

abbreviations and acronyms and, 12
dot, 28
units of measurement and, 13
when to use, 28, 125

personnel information, proprietary information
in, 166

phone numbers, international audiences
and, 137

photocopying, as print production method, 297
photographs

copyrighting, 154
using, 209

placing
callouts, 214
command syntax in steps, 130
confirmation button instructions, 132
footnotes and endnotes, 50
glossaries, 177
headings, 32
illustrations, 211, 212
index “See Also” references, 256
index “See” references, 256
links

avoiding overlinking, 104
at end of topic, 108
to manage content, 107
strategies, 102
in text, 230

lists, 36
nouns used with trademarked terms, 160
prerequisites for tasks, 118
procedures, 124
quotation marks, 29
tables, 42
third-party trademark symbols, 161
trademark symbols, 157
verbs in steps, 130

planning
documentation, 286
editing process, 288
editing schedules, 194
graphics design process, 289
technical review process, 290
using documentation plans, 284
writing process, 287

platform style guides, 326
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plurals
of abbreviations, 12
of acronyms, 12
of “appendix”, 312
of “datum”, 312
in indexes, 264
of lowercase letters, 15
of mouse devices, 223
of numbers, 15
parentheses and, 27
possessive of, 14
of symbols, 15
and trademarks, 159
of units of measurement, 13
of uppercase letters, 15

policies, legal
copyright, 152

pop-up windows, See windows, 225
port names, typographic conventions for, 58
possessives

forming, 14
pronouns, 14
and trademarks, 159

post-mortem, 301
post-production process, 300
pound sign (#), international audiences

and, 144
preface

description of, 175
indexing, 245

prefixes, hyphenated, 24
prepositional phrases, placement of, 140
prepositions

in headings, 3
in index entries, 261
for introducing URLs, 229
list introductions and, 37

prerequisites for tasks, placement of, 118
presentation materials, proprietary information

in, 166
prices, currency specified for, 144
print production process

binding methods, 298, 299
outside vendors, 299
overview, 296, 297
packaging, 297, 299
printing methods, 297
recommended reading, 326

print production process (Continued)
strategy, 297

procedures
alternative ways of presenting, 126

See also branching
breaking up long, 123, 133
combining basic, 133
cross-references in, 124
cross-referencing one set of shared steps, 132
definition of, 116, 125
documenting GUI and command-line, 126
examples in, 118
explanatory text for, 124
glyph for single-step, 128
heading structure for, 124
headings for alternative interfaces, 126
number of steps in, 123
and overview information, 124
placement of, 124, 125
prerequisites for, 118
proprietary information in, 119, 167
refining, 132
single-step

ensuring required steps in, 133
glyph instead of number for, 128
overuse of, 133

using illustrations in hardware, 127
verb placement in, 130
within other procedures, 125
writing, 117
writing headings for, 125

product development department
coordinating with publications

department, 286, 291
documentation plan and, 285
technical review and, 291

product disks, correction files on, 300
product information, proprietary information

in, 166
product labels, copyrighting, 154
product names

and style sheets, 195
and word count of steps, 128

product notes, 183
proprietary information in, 165

product testing department, technical review
and, 291

production brokers, 299, 300
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production coordinators, 288
programmer’s guides, 180
project continuity, 301
project management

recommended reading, 327
time required for, 283

project reviews, 301
prompts, typographic conventions for, 59
pronouns

first person, 10
indefinite, 10
limiting use for international audiences, 142
list of vague, 142
possessive of, 14

proofreading
checklist, 192, 194
description of, 192
in editing cycle, 288
timing of, 189, 192, 194

proper nouns, 2
proprietary information

definition of, 165
electronic communication and, 167
examples and, 167

See also proprietary labels
trade secrets and, 165
Web sites and, 165

proprietary labels
Internal Use Only, 166
Need-to-Know, 166
Registered, 167
trade secrets and, 153

protecting
copyright ownership, 154
domain names, 168
electronic communication, 167
host names, 168
information in examples, 167
proprietary information, 165
public IP addresses, 168
trade secrets, 153
trademark ownership, 157

public IP addresses
in examples, 168
proprietary information in, 165

publication date, new and derivative
works, 154, 155

publications departments
benefits of, 275, 277
coordinating with other departments, 286,

291, 292, 301
documentation process

See documentation process
establishing, 274
funding, 277
internationalization and localization

and, 293, 294
maintaining project continuity, 301
maturity levels of, 274, 275
milestones, 283, 284
online documentation, 294, 296
overview, 274
planning, 278, 284, 286
post-production process, 300
print production process

See print production process
project development stage and, 277
purpose of, 274
recommended reading, 327
review process

project, 301
technical, 286, 290

revisions
See revisions

scheduling
online documentation, 295
printed documentation, 282, 283

staffing, 278
contract or permanent, 280
editors, 279
graphic designers, 279
illustrators, 280
managers, 278
production coordinators, 288
writers, 279

tracking
cost savings, 276
delivery date changes, 284
time spent, 283

user-advocate role of, 277
valuation of, 275, 277

publishing, print production, See print
production process, 296

punctuation, 14
of abbreviations, 12, 28
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punctuation (Continued)
of acronyms, 12, 28
apostrophe, 14, 15
in bibliographies, 52
brackets, 16
checklists for, 191, 193
colon, 3, 29, 37, 42
comma, 19, 20
copy editing and, 190
ellipsis points, 22
em dash, 21
en dash, 22
of endnotes, 50
exclamation point, 23
of footnotes, 50
in glossaries, 237
graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and, 222
in headings, 34
hyphen, 23
in indexes, 244
international audiences and, 144
of lists, 39
of numbers and numerals, 8
parentheses, 27
period, 12, 28
question mark, 30
quotation mark with question marks, 30
quotation marks, 29, 144
semicolon, 19, 29, 30, 256
slash, 30, 144
of table column headings, 43
of units of measurement, 13
URLs and, 229

Q
question mark (?), 30
questionable terms and their alternatives, 317
quotation marks (“,”)

in cross-references, 48
international audiences and, 144
and link text, 113
long quotations and, 29
placement of, 29
question mark and, 30
when to use, 29

R
radio buttons, 226
ranges, dashes in, 22
raster images, 202
readability, checklist for, 191
readers

addressing needs of, 71, 73
anticipating questions of, 72, 73, 107
deciding task method for, 71
indexes and, 248, 249
of online documents

preserving context for, 98
preventing disorientation for, 106
problems encountered by, 82

printing and packaging and, 297
writing for, 71

README files, typographic conventions for, 59
redundancies, common, 78
reference guides, 181
reference works, recommended reading, 328
references, See cross-references, 48
Registered proprietary label, 167
registered trademarks

definition of, 156
symbol (®), 157

See also trademarks
registering copyrighted works, 153
“release,” capitalization of, 4
release notes, 183
replacement pages, 300, 301
reproducing third-party information

paraphrasing, 155
verbatim, 155

Request for Editing form, 195
restrictions (Cautions), See Cautions, 54
Return key, instruction in procedures, 129
return values, typographic conventions for, 59
review process, project, 301
revisions

coordinating with other departments, 301
copyrighting, 155
generic illustration archives and, 289
handling, 300, 301
time required for, 283
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S
“(s),” avoiding use of, 27
saddle-stitch binding, 299
scheduling

online documentation, 295
printed documentation, 282, 283

schematics, proprietary information in, 165
screen captures

definition of, 207
example of, 207
guidelines for creating, 217
as guideposts, 126
international audiences and, 145
proprietary information in, 119, 167, 168
using in steps, 126
when to use, 218
writer’s responsibility for, 289

screen reading, problems and solutions, 82
scrollbars, 226
second draft, 288
section mark (§), for table footnotes, 44
sections

capitalization of headings, 3, 34
capitalizing word “section”, 3
cross-references to, 48
numbered, 34

security, guidelines, 165
“See” and “See Also” references

in glossaries, 238
in indexes, 253
typographic conventions for in indexes, 256

semicolon (;)
independent clauses and, 19
in indexes, 256
quotation marks and, 29
when to use, 30

sentence structure
and conjunctions, 67
fragments in lists, 39
and independent clauses, 67
international audiences and, 143
for lists, 36, 41
in online documents, 93
parallel structure, 68
simplified, 66, 67
for steps, 129

series, commas and, 19
service manuals, 179

service marks
definition of, 156
symbol (SM), 157

See also trademarks
sets of books

documentation set plan for, 170
indexing, 269
style sheets and, 195

sexist language, avoiding, 75, 76
SGML (Standard Generalized Markup

Language), recommended reading, 329
single-chapter manuals

components of, 173
examples of, 172

single letters, quotation marks around, 29
single quote (’), international audiences

and, 144
single-step procedures

ensuring required steps in, 133
glyph instead of number for, 128
overuse of, 133

slang, international audiences and, 138
slash (/)

for fractions, 30
international audiences and, 144
multiple meanings of, 30

snapshots, See screen captures, 126
software

Cautions and, 54
code examples, 46, 118, 122
code freeze, 287
copyrighting, 154
proprietary information in, 165

source code
copyrighting, 154
examples, 46
proprietary information in, 165

source documents
copyrighting, 154
proprietary information in, 165, 166

spacing
of callouts, 215
of illustrations, 212

specifications, proprietary information in, 166
spelling, verifying

checklists for, 191, 193
for indexes, 263
style sheets and, 195
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spelling, verifying (Continued)
for text, 192, 194

spelling out
abbreviations and acronyms, 139
numbers, 7, 9

Standard Generalized Markup Language
(SGML), recommended reading, 329

standards
for editing, 320
for writing, 333
for writing technical documentation, 334

steps
as actions, 129
alternative, 127

See also branching
capitalizing word “step”, 3
command syntax placement in, 130
compared with numbered lists, 35
as complete sentences, 129
definition of, 116
distinguishing from paragraphs, 128
focus of, 130
imperative mood for, 130
introducing, 125
level of detail in, 129
number of in online procedures, 123
number of in procedures, 123
number of instructions in, 129
number of words in, 128
numbering, 127
optional, 127
prerequisites for, 118
proprietary information in, 119, 167
and single-step procedures

ensuring required steps in, 133
glyph instead of number for, 128
overuse of, 133

skipping, 131
substep numbering format, 127
writing for different audiences, 129

structuring online documents, See organizing
online documents, 83

student guides, 184
style, See writing style, 63
style checklists, 190, 191
style guides, in-house, 288
style sheets

Editorial Style Sheet form, 196

style sheets (Continued)
using, 195

subject-verb agreement, copy editing and, 190
subordinate clauses, commas and, 19
substeps, numbering format, 127
subtasks, definition of, 116
suffixes, hyphenated, 24
switch names, capitalizing, 3
symbols

arrow, 227
copyright, 154

See also icons; trademark symbols
in Cautions, 54
indexing entries that begin with, 262
for international audiences, 144, 149
on keyboards, 28
minus sign, 22
plurals of, 15
procedure glyph, 128
slash, for fractions, 30
in tables, 44
and units of measurement, 13

synonyms, avoiding for international
audiences, 138

“system”, use of, 316
system administration guides, 180
system messages, quotation marks around, 29
system names, typographic conventions for, 59

T
table of contents

description of, 175
in online documents, 102

tables
abbreviations in, 44
capitalizing word “table”, 3
captions for, 3, 43
column headings in, 43
cross-references to, 49
en dash for numbering of, 22
footnotes in, 44
fractions in, 9
indexing, 245
international audiences and, 149
introducing, 42
long, 43
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tables (Continued)
in online documents, 87, 102
substituting for illustrations, 220
substituting list for, 46
symbols in, 44
and trademarks, 158
types of, 44, 46
when to use, 42
writing text for, 44

task-based writing, 116, 122
task maps

example of, 121
and trademarks, 158
using to organize tasks, 91, 120

tasks
abridged, 118
audience analysis for, 117
command-line, example of, 119
continuous prose, examples of, 122
definition of, 115
organizing

flow diagrams for, 119, 122
jump lists for, 119, 120
task maps for, 119, 120

prerequisites for, 118
required information for, 117
user task analysis for, 117
writing as continuous prose, 122
writing as procedures, 123

technical editors, See editors, 194
technical editors, role of, 80
technical reviews

comment acceptance, 291
overview of process, 290
participants in, 291, 292
product development department and, 286,

291
review meeting, 292

technical writing, recommended reading, 334
telephone numbers, international audiences

and, 137
terminology

for diskettes, 313
for graphical user interfaces (GUIs), 221, 227
indexes and, 247
international audiences and, 138
questionable terms and their

alternatives, 317

terminology (Continued)
style sheets and, 195
for the web, 228
for window controls, 226

Terms of Use page, third-party, 162, 163, 164
testing

online documents, 296
technical review and, 291

text fields, 225, 226
“that” and “which”, use of, 68
third-party books, cross-references to, 49
third-party trademarks

how to attribute, 161
when to use, 161

third-party Web sites
appropriate information on, 163
choosing appropriate URL for, 163
disclaimer for, 164
guidelines for linking to, 162, 163, 164
legalities of linking to, 162
required wording for, 164
Terms of Use page, 162

three-ring binders, 298
time formats

international differences in, 137
recommended, 137
spelling out numerals in, 7

time requirements
estimating for tasks, 282
for indexing, 245, 283
scheduling, 282, 283
tracking time spent, 283

timing of editing, 189, 194
Tips

description of, 53
guidelines for writing, 55
indexing, 246, 251

title pages
description of, 174
trademarks and, 157

titles
book, typographic conventions for, 57
capitalizing, 3

See also captions; headings
chapter

See chapter titles
in cross-references, 48

topics, online, 92
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tracking
cost savings, 276
delivery date changes, 284
time spent, 283

trade names, 156
trade secrets

definition of, 153
proprietary information in, 165
proprietary labels for, 153

trademark legends
definition of, 156
third-party attributions in, 161
and trademark symbols, 158

trademark symbols, 157
different for same term, 158
first occurrence of, 157, 158
most prominent use of, 157
placement of, 157
substituting text marks for, 157
and trademark legends, 156, 158
web pages and, 157, 158
where to use, 157

trademarks
abbreviations and, 11, 159
acronyms and, 11, 159
as adjectives, 159
also as trade names, 156
attributions, definition of, 156
avoiding shortening, 159
complete form of, 159
creating defined terms for, 160
definition of, 156
and fonts, 159
and hyphens, 159

See also nouns used with trademarked
terms

outside the United States., 156
and plural forms, 159
and possessive forms, 159
registered, 156
service marks, 156, 157
symbol (™), 157
symbol placement, 157

See also third-party trademarks
web pages and, 157

training documents, 184
transitions, checklist for, 191

translation
See also international audiences
recommended reading, 323
requirements for, 136
text expansion percentage, 136

translation expansion percentage, 148
typographic conventions, 56

for command-line user input, 59
in indexes, 243, 244, 256
for menus, 227
for text fields, 226
and trademarks, 159
for URLs, 228
for user input in GUIs, 226
when to use, 59
for window controls, 226
for window elements, 225

typography, recommended reading, 330

U
units of measurement

abbreviating, 13
fractions and, 9
for international audiences, 144
plurals of, 13
punctuating, 13
ranges of, 27
using numerals in, 8

unnumbered chapters, 176
unnumbered lists, See bulleted lists, 39
uppercase letters, plural of, 15
URLs

guidelines for, 109
long, 230
pronunciation of URL, 228
proprietary information in, 119, 168
in running text, 230

See also third-party Web sites; web pages
typographic conventions for, 228

usability testing
of online documents, 95
recommended reading, 330

usability testing department, technical review
and, 292
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user input
typographic conventions for command

line, 59
typographic conventions for GUI, 226

user interfaces,, See graphical user interfaces
(GUIs), 330

user names, typographic conventions for, 59
user task analysis, 117
users, See readers, 82
utilities, typographic conventions for, 59

V
valuation, of publications departments, 275,

277
variables

capitalization of, 4
punctuating long, 25
typographic convention for, 60

vector graphics, 201
vendors, print production process and, 299
verbs

active voice, 65
and command names, 130
for command instructions, 313
for graphical user interfaces (GUIs), 223
hyphenating, 26
in indexes, 249
and list introductions, 38
location in procedures, 130
for mouse actions, 223
passive voice, 65
steps and, 130
subject-verb agreement, 190
using to distinguish between numbered lists

and procedures, 41
for the web, 228

“version,” capitalization of, 4
“versus”, avoiding use of, 316

W
“web”, capitalization of, 228
web animations, 210
web pages

citing documents in bibliographies, 53

web pages (Continued)
legal requirements

copyrighting documentation, 154
trademark symbols and placement, 157,

158
proprietary information in, 166, 167
terminology for, 228

web presses, 297
web publishing, recommended reading, 332
web writing, See online documents; web

pages, 81
“when” and “if”, use of, 141
“whether”, use of, 79
“which” and “that”, use of, 68
white papers, 181

copyrighting, 154
indexing, 178
in online documents, 108
proprietary information in, 165, 166

widow lines in indexes, 266
windows

controls, 226
definition of, 225
elements in, 225
secondary, 227
terminology for, 224
typographic conventions for, 59, 225, 226

wire-o binding, 298
word count of steps, 128
word processor tags, copy editing and, 190
word usage

international audiences and, 69, 140, 143
in online documents, 95
in documentation, 311

World Wide Web
See online documents

wraparound covers, 298
"write-once publish-twice", 294
writers

and editors, 80, 187
improving writing style, 80
role of, 279
screen captures and, 289

writing
about dialog boxes, 227
about graphical user interfaces (GUIs), 222
about menus, 227
about web pages, 228
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writing (Continued)
callouts, 214
Cautions, 54
checklist for developmental editing, 190
cross-references, 49
first draft, 287
headings, 32
lists, 35
Notes, 53
for online presentation

See online documents
paraphrasing third-party information, 155
procedures, 117
process of, 287, 288
recommended reading, 333
reproducing third-party information

verbatim, 155
second draft, 288
standards for, 333
steps, 127
style guides for, 288
table text, 42, 44
task-based, 116, 122
time required for, 283
Tips, 55

writing style, 63, 76
adjusting for online text, 82
ambiguity, 141
ambivalence, 24
anthropomorphisms, 77
anticipating reader’s questions, 72, 73
common redundancies, 78
concise, 64
condescension and, 76
consistent, 64
consistent term usage and, 138
in glossaries, 234
humor and, 74, 137
importance of, 63
improvement of, 79
jargon and, 65, 138
for online documents, 81, 101
paragraph length, 69
paragraphs, 70
parallel structure, 68
principles, 64
sentence structure, 66
sexist language and, 75, 76

writing team leader, role of, 278

X
XML, recommended reading, 322
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